
SCEINCE FAIR PROJECTS

Below is a list of the science fair project ideas on our site. To help you find a topic that can hold your interest, Science
Buddies has also developed the.

However, we think they're still pretty cool, and we've included a few ideas to extend the scale of each project
to make it more engaging for you. Clean freshwater is a valuable commodity. Use color-changing UV beads
readily available online to test the protective power of medicine bottles, hats, clothing, and more. Paper seems
smooth and slides apart easily, right? Examine the connection between personality and memory. A student
water testing kit opens up limitless options for 8th grade science experiments. Learn more: KiwiCo 3. Related
fields: Chemistry How to detect fingerprints using iodine vapor? Grinding tablets with a mortar and pestle,
filtering in beakers, heating over a bunsen burnerâ€¦ kids will need supervision and some special materials, but
their inner chemist will love it all. Fuel a film canister rocket. Conduct fingerprint analysis. Test water quality.
Test the water quality of local streams, swimming pools, or even your own tap. Learn more: Steve Spangler
Science  This is a neat 8th grade science project, because it allows you to use a variety of physics concepts in a
fun way. Crash cars for science. Related fields: Chemistry How are sugar crystals made? Get your laundry
really clean. Grow a carbon sugar snake. Related fields: Biology Microbiology Investigate the effects of
osmosis and tonicity in plant and animal cells Related fields: Biology Microbiology What effect do light and
amount of water have on the rate of growth for a plant? Learn more: ThoughtCo 2. Related fields:
Mathematics Analysis Learn about the link between taste and smell Related fields: Biology Physiology Fill a
paper cup with water or other liquids to make it non-flammable. So why don't we get to know them and play
with them. This is not a full project guide, but provides multiple ideas. Related fields: Mathematics Geometry
, Physics Dynamics Analyze polygons and determine some interesting properties Related fields: Mathematics
Analysis How does thickness of a medium affect the rate of filtration? This science project aims to find out.
Power up homemade batteries. Related fields: Earth Science. None of these projects should be out of reach of
any high-school students, although some independent research may be necessary. She's spent most of her life
teaching in traditional classrooms and beyond, from 8th grade English to butterfly encounters, and believes
learning is a life-long process. Plus, any experiment where you get to use dry ice is always fun take proper
safety precautions, please.


